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No matter what your weight, shape or height is, the power to be the best version of
yourself is always within your reach. Whether you are new to self-defense or have been
training for years, authors Jonathan Fader and Borhan Jiang bring you the best Krav
Maga techniques. Initially developed by Imi Lichtenfeld, this Israeli born hand-to-hand
self-defense style is based solely in reality. With techniques taken from some of the
world's best Krav Maga & self-defense experts, this guide offers page by page
comprehensive photos of the most up to date techniques. All moves have been
presented with easy to follow large colour photos in order to make it easier for you to
understand how each move is done. Each move is also supplemented with step by step
instructions and additional information to ensure that you understand the purpose and
proper application for all moves. Remember, this is a continuation of our Beginners
guide one and it is expected that you have fully read its contents prior to moving on to
this continuation. It is recommended that you use this guide only when you are training
with or consulting with a trained UTKM or equivalent Krav Maga instructor. This book
cover the Yellow Belt basics of Krav Maga as taught by Urban Tactics Krav Maga. It
teaches you how to begin to combine what you learned in the beginners guide one and
to be more fluid. It also begins to look at more advanced scenarios with knives and
grabs, holds and chokes. Build your confidence, get exercise and never feel vulnerable
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again! For more information visit: www.urbantacticskravmaga.com 2nd Edition Includes:
Updated Formatting Corrected Spelling and Grammar Corrected minor details Updated
Curriculum
Learn the defensive tactics system developed for and by the Israeli Defense Forces as
taught by the United States Krav Maga Association's lead instructor and third degree
Krav Maga black belt Mark Slane and SWAT team trainer and LE defensive tactics
instructor, SGT Brannon Hicks. Everything for law enforcement officers is covered from
basic search and cuffing to deadly weapon defenses. Krav Maga is easy to learn, easy
to remember, and above all, effective.
Das hocheffektive Selbstverteidigungs- und Nahkampfsystem Krav Maga wurde eigens
für die israelischen Streitkräfte entwickelt. Heute wird es von Militär-, Spezial- und
Polizeieinheiten, Sicherheitsdiensten und Personenschützern, aber auch von Zivilisten
auf der ganzen Welt eingesetzt. Die Techniken erfordern nur geringen Kraftaufwand,
sind aber sehr wirkungsvoll, da sie auf unseren natürlichen Reflexen und
Reaktionsmustern basieren und die Schwächen des Angreifers gezielt ausnutzen. Ob
Mann oder Frau, Jung oder Alt – jeder kann Krav Maga trainieren und anwenden, um
sich selbst und andere zu verteidigen. Dieses Buch lehrt sowohl schnelle Befreiungsund Abwehrtechniken als auch kraftvolle Gegenangriffe. Es zeigt eine Fülle von
Übungen vom Anfänger- bis zum Fortgeschrittenenlevel und ist die perfekte Ergänzung
zur Trainingspraxis.
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This is the first volume of the Pro-Systems Combatives (PSC) system. This manual has
all the basic techniques, principles and essential warm up drills required to learn the
entire basic Pro-Systems Combatives (PSC) selfdefense/ offense system. This volume
also covers responses to punching attacks, kicking attacks, wrist/arm grab attack
counters, body grab counters and drills. Volume two covers the Pro-Systems
Combatives (PSC) self-defense responses to chokes, head locks, knife, gun, multiple
subjects and ground attack counters.
Master the moves of krav maga—the international self-defense and physical fitness
sensation Increasingly popular around the world, krav maga is the renowned hand-tohand Martial Arts defense fighting designed by the Israeli military forces. Swift,
powerful, and simple, it is an effective method for fending off any kind of attacker—and it
is also an amazing workout. Regardless of size, strength, and fitness level, anyone can
master the essentials of krav maga—and reap the rewards of increased safety,
confidence, and conditioning. With moves you can learn in as little as five minutes, or
train and practice for long-term success, Krav Maga covers all the below: *What is Krav
Maga all about *Instruction on how to protect your body's vulnerable target and learn
weapons defense combat *Use an opponent's momentum to fuel your counterattack
*Escape all kinds of grips and holds *Combine training punches, kicks, and other
moves into a powerful conditioning workout---to lose weight, increase core strength,
and improve muscle tone *Use specially designed drills and a 12-week training program
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to become a kravist---a smart and prepared fighter Written by one of America's
foremost krav maga experts, this exciting new guide opens the door to an empowering
and important set of techniques that you or anyone can master.
The complete beginner’s guide to Krav Maga An instructional book for athletes
interested in this type of self-defense Updated edition that contains the basic rules and
new tips to improve your form and prevent injury This training manual is ideal for
anyone curious about Krav Maga. This noncompetitive self- defense technique began
in the Israeli Defense Force (IDF). The guide’s author, Boaz Aviram, has been a
member of the IDF for years. Krav Maga brings together skills and training from many
martial arts, ranging from jiujitsu to judo to boxing. It shares with is students critical
lessons in maintaining awareness and making each strike count in self-defense. In its
instructional and updated edition, Krav Maga: Use Your Body as a Weapon teaches
athletes about their own anatomy and muscles to help them avoid injury. Aviram
provides concrete and reliable information on how to tackle your opponent int he more
efficient and effective way. Some methods include: Paying attention to possible escape
routes Using your opponent’s weakest areas to your advantage Using common objects
at hand to fight with Preemptive counterattacks This book offers the basic philosophy
and use of hand-to-hand training as it began, and the author meticulously describes the
basis of each skill to help the reader and athlete understand it clearly. With more than
1,000 photos and 150 techniques, Krav Maga: Use Your Body as a a Weapon belongs
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on the bookshelf of everyone interested in this technique. Skyhorse Publishing, as well
as our Sports Publishing imprint, is proud to publish a broad range of books for readers
interested in sports—books about baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college
basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team. In
addition to books on popular team sports, we also publish books for a wide variety of
athletes and sports enthusiasts, including books on running, cycling, horseback riding,
swimming, tennis, martial arts, golf, camping, hiking, aviation, boating, and so much
more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
“Darren Levine has my unqualified support and gratitude for his contributions to Krav
Maga.” –Imi Lichtenfeld, founder of Krav Maga THE TOP-SELLING GUIDE TO KRAV
MAGA IN AN UPDATED AND EXPANDED EDITION All the defense moves in
Complete Krav Maga—from beginner Yellow Belt to advanced Black Belt—are described
in depth and illustrated with step-by-step photos: • BEGINNER: Punches, kicks, knee
strikes and defense movements • INTERMEDIATE: Counterattacks against knives,
guns and sticks • ADVANCED: Advanced strikes and ground fighting techniques Based
on the principle that it is best to move from defense to attack as quickly as possible,
Complete Krav Maga teaches fast-escape maneuvers combined with powerful
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counterattacks. Whether you are big or small, male or female, young or old, you can
use Krav Maga to protect yourself by exploiting an assailant’s vulnerabilities.
No matter what your weight, shape or height is, the power to be the best version of
yourself is always within your reach. Whether you are new to self-defense or have been
training for years, authors Jonathan Fader and Borhan Jiang bring you the best Krav
Maga techniques. Initially developed by Imi Lichtenfeld, this Israeli born hand-to-hand
self-defense style is based solely in reality. With techniques taken from some of the
world's best Krav Maga & self-defense experts, this guide offers page by page
comprehensive photos of the most up to date techniques. All moves have been
presented with easy to follow large colour photos in order to make it easier for you to
understand how each move is done. Each move is also supplemented with step by step
instructions and additional information to ensure that you understand the purpose and
proper application for all moves. Remember, this is a continuation of our Beginners
guide one & Two and it is expected that you have fully read their contents prior to
moving on to this edition. It is recommended that you use this guide only when you are
training with or consulting with a trained UTKM or equivalent Krav Maga instructor. This
book cover the Orange Belt basics of Krav Maga as taught by Urban Tactics Krav
Maga. It begins to look the more advance concept of controls and takedowns both from
application and prevention. In addition we it begins to explore the topic of the ground.
What to do when you get there and how to get back to your feet as quickly as possible.
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Build your confidence, get exercise and never feel vulnerable again! For more
information visit: www.urbantacticskravmaga.com
Einst für die israelischen Streitkräfte entwickelt, wird Krav Maga heute weltweit von
Militär- und Polizeieinheiten eingesetzt. Zugleich hat es sich als zivile
Selbstverteidigungstechnik etabliert. Ob Mann oder Frau, Jung oder Alt – jeder kann
das hocheffektive Nahkampfsystem erlernen, denn die Techniken erfordern nur
geringen Kraftaufwand und sind äußerst wirkungsvoll. Sie basieren auf natürlichen
Reflexen und nutzen die Schwächen des Angreifers gezielt aus. Krav Maga für
Einsteiger lehrt die grundlegenden Techniken der Selbstverteidigungslehre und
verbindet diese mit einem umfassenden Fitnessprogramm. Egal ob Sie Ihre
Kampftechniken verbessern oder das nötige Selbstvertrauen gewinnen möchten, um
sich im Falle eines Angriffs erfolgreich zu verteidigen – dieses Buch bietet alles, was
Sie brauchen, um Ihre Ziele mit Krav Maga zu erreichen. Mit über 360 bebilderten
Schritt-für-Schritt-Anleitungen macht es Krav Maga für Einsteiger einfach, das
effektivste Selbstverteidigungs- und Kampfsystem der Welt zu erlernen.
Appel: A Canadian in the French Foreign Legion is the first-hand account of the
author’s six years as a professional soldier during the 1990s, and his experience in the
Legion's elite Groupe des Commandos Parachutistes (GCP). Joel Struthers recounts
the dangers and demands of military life, from the rigours of recruitment and
operational training in the rugged mountains of France, to face-to-face combat in the
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grasslands of some of Africa’s most troubled nations. Told through the eyes of a
soldier, and interspersed with humorous anecdotes, Appel is a fascinating story that
debunks myths about the French Foreign Legion and shows it more accurately as a
professional arm of the French military. Struthers provides insight into the rigorous
discipline that the Legion instills in its young recruits, – who trade their identities as
individuals for a life of adventure and a role in a unified fighting force whose motto is
“Honour and Loyalty.” Foreword by Col. Benoit Desmeulles, former commanding
officer of the Legions 2e Régiment Étranger Parachutistes.
Self-defense is so much more than the execution of physical techniques. There is much
information missing from traditional martial arts training programs. While almost all
training programs provide a good physical workout, many fail to develop the knowledge
and mindset necessary in dealing with police in the aftermath of a self-defense
encounter. Many schools, also, fail to properly teach women's self-defense or provide
any information regarding bullying--and what exactly constitutes bullying and by whom.
This book attempts to address these and other questions pertaining to self-defense
away from the practice studio.
This book is the most comprehensive and authoritative reference ever published on the
wide range of martial arts disciplines practiced in cultures around the world. • Includes
the scholarship of 67 expert, international contributors • Presents 30 images of martial
arts in practice • Offers bibliographic lists at the end of each section pointing to further
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reading in print and online • Includes a comprehensive index in each volume
David Kahn, U.S. Chief Instructor of the Israeli Krav Maga Association, is back again
with Krav Maga Defense: How to Defend Yourself Against the 12 Most Common Street
Attacks. Created by the Israeli army for self-defense, krav maga is gaining popularity
around the world—especially here in the United States. Kahn is a self-defense expert,
teacher, and served as a board member of the original Israeli Krav Maga Association.
Kahn will teach you how to gain the upper hand in the twelve most common unarmed
street attacks the average person is likely to encounter. He’ll show you how to
outmaneuver takedowns, rear chokes, ambush attacks, sucker punches while texting,
knees to the groin, among other street safety skills. Kahn has instructed everyone from
members at the local Y to executives, celebrities, and all major federal U.S. law
enforcement agencies, as well as all five branches of the U.S. military. His simple, nononsense approach to self-defense is perfect for men and women of all fitness levels.
Don’t become tomorrow’s headline; Krav Maga Defense will teach you to protect
yourself today.
Krav Maga Universal is one of the foremost Krav Maga Organizations in the world.
Headed by Mr Ernie Kirk, a pioneer in self defense applications for the real word, KMU
encourages a progressive approach to the world renowned system of unarmed and
armed self protection, originally developed by the Israeli Defense Force.This handbook
is designed to give students of KMU background information and theory behind the use
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of Krav Maga as well as a breakdown of Curriculum requirements for each rank. It is
therefore recommended reading for all members of KMU and the Krav Maga and self
defense community at large.This books contents were collated by Ernie Kirk and
formatted by Paul Landreth-Smith with assistance from Tom Whitaker. These three
form the Instructor Directors of KMU and guide the direction of training making it as
relevant to modern needs as possible.

Boaz Aviram is the Third in Lineage Israel Defense Forces (IDF) Krav Maga
Chief Instructors at the Combat Fitness Academy succeeding Immi Lichtenfeld
and Eli Avikzar. The original IDF Krav Maga Curriculum entailed twenty-one hour
core training curriculum in which ballpark two hundred and fifteen techniques
were drilled in specialized sequences to maximize efficiency and tactical
navigation of reaching opponent's pressure points first with devastating results.
This twenty-One Hour Core Curriculum was rehearsed over three week period to
allow instructors' evaluations and sufficient training. In this manual the author is
about to make anyone with sufficient one hundred hours of intensive training in
the original Core Curriculum a Krav Maga and hand-to-hand Combat Expert.
Current Hand-to-hand Combat Training Methods and Martial Arts at large tend to
neglect the human reaction limits and therefore add many drills and techniques
that are not suitable to Hand-to-hand Combat!
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The statistics are spine-chilling: One in four women will be assaulted in her
lifetime. With Knack Self-Defense for Women, the female gender finally has a
comprehensive, picture-driven guide to personal security that covers all the
essential strategies to maximize personal safety. Full-color photos accompany
step-by-step, detailed instructions on each move. You'll learn easy ways to
improve your everyday security, and the book's hands-on chapters provide you
with simple and effective tools, culled from more than twenty martial arts, that
could prove vital during an assault. Post-assault strategies and crisis
management are also covered, rounding out this indispensable resource to your
new empowerment.
Learn the philosophy, techniques, drills and teaching template of the Krav Maga
system developed by the United States Krav Maga Association. See why
everyday people as well as military personnel and law enfrocement members
flock to this easy to remember, easy to learn and effective self defense system.
Written by third degree black belt and USKMA lead instructor Mark Slane. This is
not just the complete levels one through five curriculum but a complete guide to
learning as well as teaching the system of American Krav Maga.
In just one year, between 2010 and 2011, violent school threats increased by 158
percent. This shocking statistic speaks to the unfortunate truth of your readers;
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their school world contains elements of violence. This volume will help readers to
understand this issues, from several different perspectives. Essayists debate the
issues, allowing readers to form their own intelligent opinions through critical
reasoning. Some of the debates include whether the No Child Left Behind Act
discourages reporting of violent, and whether school violence can be prevented.
Do guns increase the risk of school violence? Readers will find out while
examining the causes of school violence, prevention of school violence, and
measures schools take to create a safe environment for students.
An internationally renowned wrestler, boxer and gymnast, Imi Lichtenfeld
recruited young men who shared his views, but his tactics were no match for
armed adversaries. So he focused on creating a form of fighting that combined all
the martial arts with a new way of thinking. Tracy Lee Thomas, a master teacher
who has been instructing students in the martial arts for more than thirty years,
explores how Krav Maga evolved and how to use it to transform your life. He
examines its core principles, including: Neutralizing threats: This is the first and
foremost objective. Simplicity: The art consists of holds, strikes, and blocks that
are simple and efficient. Defense and attack at the same time: By using both
techniques in a single move, you can remove the threat as quickly as possible.
Constant motion: The objective is to incapacitate the opponent with a continuous
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series of movements that are aggressively defensive.
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular
monthly magazine addresses the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing
them with information about every style of self-defense in the world - including
techniques and strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and markets over 75
martial arts-oriented books and videos including many about the works of Bruce
Lee, the best-known marital arts figure in the world.
Recent music therapy advances and evidence-based practices have earned
respect within the medical sciences and garnered popularity amongst users and
practitioners. While integrative medicine treats the whole patient with ayurvedic
and allopathic medicine, music therapy provides a safe and effective way of
managing stress, pain, unpleasant symptoms, response to illness, and treatment
side effects, and has been proven to enhance patients’ quality of life and general
wellbeing. Exploring the ways in which these methods have been practised
throughout history, the author takes readers on a journey from illness to wellness,
and shows how this can be guided through music. The book instructs music
therapists and other practitioners in the use of specific techniques, providing
examples of clinical applications. It includes activities that prepare a music
therapist physically, emotionally and musically for this journey with another, and
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provides case studies to explore the difficulties that might arise.
As the official defensive tactics system of Israeli police, military, and elite special
operations units, krav maga has proven its effectiveness from front lines and back
streets to prisoner transport and "take no prisoners" missions. For the first time,"Black
Belt Krav Maga" teaches and illustrates the discipline's most lethal fighting and selfdefense moves in book format. These no-holds-barred street fighting techniques are
designed to do one thing and one thing only: end a fight as quickly as possible by
completely disabling an opponent. Extensive counterattacks are illustrated for the most
dangerous situations, including neutralizing attackers armed with guns, knives, and
other weapons. The program in Black Belt Krav Maga trains readers to functionduring
the stress and shock of a sudden, violent encounter and react with a perfectly
coordinated counterattack--quickly, automatically, and with deadly accuracy.
Fodor's Cityguide LA 1ed.Written by local experts and critics, Fodor's "CITYGUIDE is
the ultimate resident's guide to the city. For newcomers and suburbanites, it's a shortcut
to knowing the city like a native. And, for urban know-it-alls, it's the perfect desktop
reference and may even point out a few secrets you haven't uncovered yet! Everyone
will appreciate the comprehensive coverage, dead-on reviews, and the atlas of full-color
maps. Hundreds of restaurants L.A. dining guru Bill Stern gives you the lowdown on
landmarks, trendsetters, and cozy neighborhood finds in all price categories. Shops
galore Let L.A. shopping dynamo Jennifer Brewer show you the best and the latest all
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over town. We've got it covered. Before and after dark "L.A. Weeklycontributor Lina
Lecaro takes you to the hottest bars, the hippest rock haunts, and the smartest of the
arts. Places and pleasures From favorite sights to offbeat attractions, from hidden
history to spectacular views, Fodor's "CITYGUIDE LOS ANGELES is loaded with bright
ideas. Sports and Outdoors Our fresh-air enthusiast goes from baseball to bike rentals,
hiking to yoga. Color maps of every neighborhood They're spectacular and easy to read
-- and every shop, restaurant, and sight is keyed to the maps.
Who's Who In The Martial Arts Legends Edition 2017 Who's Who in the Martial Arts
Autobiography Book Volume 3 We Proudly Pay Tribute to Grand Master Jhoon Rhee
and Extend Our Great Gratitude for His Life of Dedication and Service to So Many in
the Martial Arts World. Many great Martial Artists have lost the chance to tell their life
story. We want to preserve and share their journey with the world through the Who's
Who in the Martial Arts Book. This autobiographical publication serves as a history
book for today's Martial Artists. It is an essential guide for learning the history of our
martial arts pioneers who have paved the way for today's martial arts. The book
features over 250 martial artists sharing their journey, hard work, and personal
achievements. Without the help and support of Grandmaster Jeff Smith and Joe Corley,
this book would not have been possible.
What can an ancient Israeli self-defense system can do for your body? Just ask J-Lo,
who thanks Krav Maga for her celebrated derriere. But you don't have to be a movie
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star to have bootylicious behind-all you need is this book! The Everything fitness dream
team has developed workouts that will transform your body into a lean, mean fighting
machine-Krav Maga style! With more than 100 instructional photographs, this step-bystep guide shows you how to: Jab your way to a strong core; Power up your calves and
quads; Amp your abs with power training; Maximize muscles with weight training; Startand stick!-to a training regimen. Master these original, kick-ass work outs, and you'll
have the body-and the defense moves-you've always wanted! With The Everything
Krav Maga for Fitness Book, sweating has never been so much fun!
Krav Maga is a modern and proven self-defense system. Easy to learn because it is
based on natural reflexes, it is extremely efficient to use against one or more attackers.
There is only one goal: to survive violent conflicts as unscathed as possible. Developed
by the Israeli army and formerly an insider tip in military training, this close combat
system is booming worldwide. Krav Maga is not a traditional or competitive martial art
but pure self-defense. It's all about survival. Its techniques are constantly developed
and adapted to current threat situations. In his book Krav Maga: Effective Techniques
for Self-Defense, his second on this self-defense method, Carsten Draheim
methodically explains more than 100 Krav Maga techniques for self-defense—including
more than 300 detailed photos—by using the principles that make this system so
successful. It includes information on both well-founded basics as well as advanced
techniques, depending on the distance to the attacker. The effective techniques for selfPage 16/23
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defense in this book help to demonstrate what Krav Maga is all about, and it also
includes exercise tips for more successful and safe execution and provides information
to help the reader further develop the learned techniques, making this the official book
on Krav Maga training.
Steven J. Kaplan is the Dean of the Graduate Theological Institute in Margate, Florida.
A State classifi ed Chaplain, holding a doctorate in psychology, he is additionally an
ordained rabbi who has taught both Jewish studies and psychology at the college and
university levels. Dr. Kaplan has been engaged in pastoral psychotherapy for thirty-fi ve
years.
No matter what your weight, shape or height is, the power to be the best version of
yourself is always within your reach. Whether you are new to self-defense or have been
training for years, authors Jonathan Fader and Borhan Jiang bring you the best Krav
Maga techniques. Initially developed by Imi Lichtenfeld, this Israeli born hand-to-hand
self-defense style is based solely in reality. With techniques taken from some of the
world's best Krav Maga & self-defense experts, this guide offers page by page
comprehensive photos of the most up to date techniques. All moves have been
presented with easy to follow large colour photos in order to make it easier for you to
understand how each move is done. Each move is also supplemented with step by step
instructions and additional information to ensure that you understand the purpose and
proper application for all moves. Remember, this is an introductory guide and it is
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recommended that you use this guide only when you are training with or consulting with
a trained UTKM or equivalent Krav Maga instructor. This book cover the White Belt
basics of Krav Maga as taught by Urban Tactics Krav Maga. It teaches you how to use
your body's weapons but more importantly how to begin to think and move for Krav
Maga. Build your confidence, get exercise and never feel vulnerable again! For more
information visit: www.urbantacticskravmaga.com 2nd Edition Includes: Updated
Formatting Corrected Spelling and Grammar Corrected minor details Minor updates to
Curriculum

"Did you know that the martial arts include such former Western pursuits as
dueling, gunfighting, and gladiatorial combat? Nearly 100 articles by scholars
discuss specific martial arts, countries, and concepts such as religion and
spiritual development common to martial arts traditions of the world. Definitions of
unfamiliar terms and an index that notes the historical figures and classic texts
dicussed within articles help to make this set a scholarly corrective in an area
often informed by the movies."--"Outstanding Reference Sources," American
Libraries, May 2002.
Jonathan Bluestein's Research of Martial Arts is a book about the true essence
of martial arts. It includes neither instruction on deadly killing techniques, nor
mystical tales of so called super-human masters. Rather, it is a vast compilation
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of seriously thought-out observations made on the subject by the author, as well
as many other martial artists and scientists, with a slight touch of history and
humour. The goal of this project had from the start been to surpass the current
standard in the martial arts literary market, and offer readers worldwide
something which they have never seen before. In essence, a book in which are
found countless answers for martial arts practitioners which they cannot be read
elsewhere, which address commonly discussed martially-related topics with
breadth and depth unparalleled in other works to this day (in any language). It
holds among its pages no less than 220,000 words, containing knowledge which
would be coveted by many. The aim of this book is to present the reader a
coherent, clear-cut, and in-depth view of some of the most perplexing and
controversial subjects in the world of martial arts, as well as providing a healthy
dose of philosophical outlook on these subjects (from various individuals). At its
core is the author's aspiration to build a stronger theoretical foundation for the
discussion of martial arts, while addressing matters in innovative ways, which I
have come to believe, would help people to better grasp the nature of these arts.
There are books by authors who will tell you that some aspects of the martial arts
are too complex for concrete, coherent and defined explanations. Others have
used ambiguous terminology to explain what they could not pronounce
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otherwise. This is no such book. This book was written to provide you with the
solid, applicable answers and ideas that you could actually understand, and take
away with you. This book is mainly comprised of three parts: | Part I: From the
Inside Out – External and Internal Gong Fu | This is essentially mostly a very long
& thorough discussion of martial arts theory and practice. Traditional and modern
concepts and methods are discussed through the mediums of Physiology,
Biology, Anatomy, Psychology, Philosophy (Western and Oriental alike), sports
science, and the author's personal experiences. The Internal Martial Arts of
China receive a special, lengthier treatment in this part of the book. | Part II:
Contemplations on Controlled Violence | This one is of a Philosophical and
Psychological nature, and contains the author's thoughts on the martial arts and
their manifestation in our daily lives, with guest-articles by various martial arts
teachers. | Part III: The Wisdom of Martial Spirits: Teachers, and the Things They
Hold Dear | This part includes various interesting and comprehensive interviews
with distinguished martial arts masters, spanning dozens of pages each. Every
one of the interviewees is a person whose views and ideas are thought provoking
and well-worth reading. The teachers interviewed in this book are: Master Chen
Zhonghua (Chen Taiji Quan) Master Yang Hai (Xing Yi Quan, Bagua Zhang and
Chen Taiji Quan) Shifu Strider Clark (Tongbei Quan, Wu style Taiji, Shuai Jiao
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and more) Shifu Neil Ripski (Traditional Drunken Fist and many others) Sifu
James Cama (Buddha Hand Wing Chun and Southern Praying Mantis) Itzik
Cohen Sensei (Shito-ryu Karate) No matter the age, rank, status or experience –
this book was written for everyone who see themselves part of the martial arts
community. It is my sincere hope that any person who reads this book will benefit
from the time he or she had spent doing so. May this work encourage others to
continue intelligent writing and research in the field, as I was pushed forth and
built upon the knowledge others have shared before me. May you have a
pleasant reading experience! =]
Providing valuable insights into an element of European nationalism and
modernist culture, this book explores the development of the 'Zionist body' as
opposed to the traditional stereotype of the physically weak, intellectual Jew. It
charts the cultural and intellectual history showing how the 'Muscle Jew'
developed as a political symbol of national regeneration.
Krav MagaA Beginners Guide II (2nd Edition): A Detailed Break Down of the
Utkm Yellow Belt CurriculumCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
No matter what your weight, shape or height is, the power to be the best version
of yourself is always within your reach. Whether you are new to self-defence or
have been training for years, authors Jonathan Fader and Borhan Jiang bring
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you the best Krav Maga techniques. Initially developed by Imi Lichtenfeld, this
Israeli born hand-to-hand self-defence style is based solely in reality. With
techniques taken from some of the world's best Krav Maga & self-defence
experts, this guide offers page by page comprehensive photos of the most up to
date techniques. All moves have been presented with easy to follow large colour
photos in order to make it easier for you to understand how each move is done.
Each move is also supplemented with step by step instructions and additional
information to ensure that you understand the purpose and proper application for
all moves. Remember, this is an introductory guide and it is recommended that
you use this guide only when you are training with or consulting with a trained
UTKM or equivalent Krav Maga instructor. This book covers the basics of Krav
Maga as well as the entire white belt curriculum as taught by Urban Tactics Krav
Maga. Build your confidence, get exercise and never feel vulnerable again!
Krav Maga ist ein modernes und praxiserprobtes Selbstverteidigungssystem.
Einfach zu erlernen, weil es auf natürlichen Reflexen basiert, ist es in der
Anwendung gegen einen oder mehrere Angreifer äußerst effizient. Es gibt nur ein
Ziel: Gewalttätige Auseinandersetzungen möglichst unbeschadet zu überstehen
oder wenigstens zu Überleben. Von der israelischen Armee entwickelt und früher
als Geheimtipp bei der militärischen Ausbildung gehandelt, boomt dieses
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Nahkampfsystem weltweit. In diesem Buch werden nicht nur über 100 KravMaga-Techniken zur Selbstverteidigung erklärt und auf mehr als 160 Fotos
abgebildet, sondern auch anhand der Prinzipien, die dieses System so
erfolgreich machen, methodisch erklärt. Es geht um fundierte Grundlagen als
auch um Techniken für Fortgeschrittene, die abhängig von der Distanz zum
Angreifer beschrieben werden. Effektive Techniken zur Selbstverteidigung – Krav
Maga ist keine traditionelle oder wettkampforientierte Kampfkunst sondern reine
Selbstverteidigung. Dabei geht es ums pure Überleben. Die Techniken werden
stetig weiterentwickelt und an aktuelle Bedrohungslagen angepasst. Das zweite
Buch des Autors zeigt auf, was Krav Maga wirklich ausmacht, gibt Tipps für
Übungen und die Weiterentwicklung der Techniken.
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